HAIGHT STREET

How Should Haight Street’s Identity Be Celebrated?

Community spaces are enjoyed, provided that they are well-maintained. Transit access along the street is appreciated, though bus stops could be made more comfortable.

Artistic forms provide a way to express the character of a place that reinforce neighborhood identity, involve expressions of this culture hold special appeal. Without becoming caricatured, particularly at Haight and Ashbury.

Additional space and amenities, especially lighting, should be given to private shuttles and vehicles – particularly at Masonic.

How Can Identity Features Also Provide Amenities?

Lighting can also be used to illuminate the sidewalk rather than the street.

Pedestrian-scale lighting fixtures can be used to make the sidewalk appear safer and more inviting.

Sidewalk extensions (bulbouts) across intersections are a great way to call-out a neighborhood’s identity.

Special intersection paving (district node) can be used to highlight and connections and places of significance can be called-out.

This neighborhood is special, but stressed that it should be easy to maintain and for boarding make transit corridor; is an important experience.

Bus stop removal is an important aspect.

When carefully placed and combined with these elements, pedestrian-scale lighting fixtures can be combined with sidewalk extensions to provide a dual purpose effect.

Transit reliability: tickets

Bus stop removal

Alternative 2: Add traffic signal across Haight

Future maintenance of this corridor should be made more comfortable.
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Special intersection paving

Special crosswalk paving

Sidewalk extensions (bulbouts)

Transit reliability: bikes

Bus stop removal

Alternative 2: Add traffic signal across Haight

Future maintenance of this corridor should be made more comfortable.
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